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MidiFOrSt dt hyd  ::   StArFOrSt hyd  ::   SUPerFOrSt hyd

MIDIFORST dt hyd
ALBERTA edition

OPT 014+410

OPT 131

OPT 131+410

OPT 222

OPT 014
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A winning recipe: 
Attach high performers to high performers!
features MIDIFORST dt hyd STARFORST hyd SUPERFORST hyd

mulches brush and wood up to 30 cm [12”] Ø 40 cm [16”] Ø 50 cm [20”] Ø
working speed 0-5 km/h 0-5 km/h 0-5 km/h

attachment interface
ISO 3-point linkage 2.cat. 

or universal attachment 
interface

ISO 3-point linkage 3.cat. 
or universal attachment 

interface

ISO 3-point linkage 3.cat. 
or universal attachment 

interface

transmission with hyd. motors* prepared for transmission 
with 2 hydraulic motors 

prepared for transmission 
with 2 hydraulic motors 

prepared for transmission 
with 2 hydraulic motors

number belts 10 10 10
hydraulic hood S S S
skids, adjustable in height 5 cm [2”] 5 cm [2”] not adjustable
front and rear protection chains chains with plates chains with plates

standard rotor swinging hammers fixed hammers 
MINI DUO swinging hammers

MIDIFORST dt is the 
classical SEPPI forestry 
mulcher. Professionals 
around the world love it, no 
matter whether with hydraulic 
or mechanical drive!

150 - 550 HP

large exposure of 
the rotor to the trees 
promotes fast mulching

two hydraulic motors for 
high pressure and oil flow 
up to 700 l/min  
[184 US-gal/min]

S: standard 
* your SEPPI M. dealer can help you choose the right motor

reinforced skids 
ALBERTA

rotor with  
swinging hammers

(standard)

rotor with  
fixed hammers  

MINI DUO
(Wahlausstattung)

reinforced belt cover 
ALBERTA

guard frame ALBERTA  
for safe felling operations 

(option)

These mulchers are suitable not just 
for forestry jobs but for all sort of 
greenspace maintenance with 
vegetation such as branches, tree 
trunks and stumps to eliminate. These 
mulchers will grind up wood and leave 
a fine mulch behind, soon 
decomposing into precious soil.
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SUPERFORST hyd

STARFORST hyd
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S: standard - O: option - X: not available

* The weight of the machine refers to the standard, without options, and may vary.

working 
width
cm [“]

overall 
width
cm [“]

depth
cm [“]

height
cm [“]

weight*
kg [lb]

swinging 
hammers

#

fixed 
hammers

#

recomm.
 oil flow  

l/min 
[US-gal/min]

max. 
pressure 
bar [PSI]

kW 
min-max

HP
min-max

MIDIFORST  
dt hyd

200 [79] 233 [92] 128 [50] 115 [45] 1.650 [3,638] 33 44
200-350 
[53-92]

350
[5,075] 110-220 150-290225 [89] 258 [102] 128 [50] 115 [45] 1.970 [4,340] 38 48

250 [98] 283 [111] 128 [50] 115 [45] 2.190 [4,830] 42 52

STARFORST  
hyd

200 [79] 244 [96] 140 [55] 115 [45] 2.640 [5,820] X 44
300-500 
[79-132]

400
[5,800] 170-330 230-440225 [89] 269 [106] 140 [55] 115 [45] 2.760 [6,085] X 48

250 [98] 294 [116] 140 [55] 115 [45] 2.920 [6,440] X 56

SUPERFORST 
hyd

200 [79] 244 [96] 140 [55] 125 [49] 3.400 [7,497] 41 42
300-700 
[79-184]

400
[5,800] 190-410 250-550225 [89] 269 [106] 140 [55] 125 [49] 3.700 [8,160] 47 48

250 [98] 294 [116] 140 [55] 125 [49] 4.000 [8,820] 52 54

150 - 550 HP

STARFORST is a compact and powerful forestry mulcher with 
an especially aggressive new rotor.

SUPERFORST is the top performer in the SEPPI M. forestry 
range for hydraulic prime movers.

* your SEPPI dealer can help you choose the right model
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options

rotor with swinging hammers S X S 240
rotor with fixed hammers MINI DUO O S O 228
narrow skids O O X 183
mechanic guard frame “ALBERTA” O O O 014
hydraulic guard frame “ALBERTA” O O O 131
mechanic guard frame with tools “ALBERTA” O O O 014+410
hyd. guard frame with tools “ALBERTA” O O O 131+410
hyd. guard frame with rakes “ALBERTA” O O O 222
hydraulic block  
with pressure relief valve and internal hoses O O O 387

2 hydraulic motors with constant flow O O O *
2 hydraulic motors with variable flow O X X *
2 automatic variable axial piston motor  
M-BOOSTTM O O O *

interface plate for different types of movers O O O *


